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Why communications get better all the time 

Your voice girdles the globe in one-seventh of a second. Unending research and engineering have also provided 

It travels at 186,000 miles per second—the speed of light finer plastics for insulation, purer graphite and carbon for 

—thanks to the telephone and radio. And by television, so electronic devices...and a host of other basic materials 

do the pictures of any event as it occurs. that help shave the speed of communications to the tiniest 

What has made this blinding speed possible? What has splinter of a second. 
given us these “ringside seats”. . . to see, to hear, to share Producing these better materials and many others—for 

in the headline news of the day? the use of science and industry and the benefit of man- 

The answer: Greater knowledge of electronic waves and kind—is the work of the people of UNion Carbine. 
letter materials to harness them. For example. the vac- FREE: You are invited to send for the illustrated booklet, “Products 

be—hear ‘ _ 2 and Processes,” which describes the ways in which industry uses 
uum tube—heart of radio or television—depends upon the —_y’s Alloys, Carbons, Chemicals, Gases and Plastics. 

greatest possible absence of air or other gases—a high vac- 

uum. Most of the air is pumped out before the tube is sealed. | N I O N C A R B I D RE 
Then a tiny bit of barium, called a “barium getter” is 

flashed inside of it by electricity. This captures the remain- AND CARBON CORPORATION 

ing air and gives a nearly perfect vacuum. 30 EAST 42ND STREET [I] NEW YORK 17, N. ¥. 

- Products of Divisions and Units include —£§ i@iooo— ——_——— 

LINDE OXYGEN + PREsT-O-LITE ACETYLENE © PYROFAX GAS * BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYON, AND VINYLITE PLASTICS 

Kemet Gerrers ¢ NATIONAL CARBONS ¢ EVEREADY FLASHLIGHTS AND BATTERIES * ACHESON ELECTRODES 

PRESTONE AND TREK ANTI-FREEZES * ELECTROMET ALLOYS AND METALS + HAYNES STELLITE ALLOYS * SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS _ 

a aS enema



| oe ete ° Ee PrOceSS:............0....titriding engine blocks 

fees Requirements:........accurate temperature control fo 

ae. uniform heat distribution “4 
| 8" x 16” Hearth Nitriding Furnace. ec 
| Photo by: Commercial Steel Treating - ° 

/ Corporation, Detroit, Michigan. Result s........-s..-...MO rejects | 

eg ose low maintenance costs x 
~ SR Ai clean manufacturing plant j= 

es aa i ek wt ——<- OA S eee e 

Commercial Steel Treating Corporation demands accurate tem- 

C it d perature control and uniform heat throughout the chamber of 

apacity an its heavy-duty nitriding furnace. GAS fulfills these require- 

product specifications for ments; five years of successful operation supply the proof. 

the GAS-fired furnace include: GAS, dependable fuel for industrial processing operations, 
meets the most exacting control and heating requirements. 

© Temperature..............975 degrees F. Low maintenance costs and cleanliness characterize GAS- 

° Allowable Variation.......+5 degrees F. fee dastallaing, 
© Process Time............-..+--.96 hours Vast new fields for physical and chemical research have 

. been opened by demands in the metal working industry 
© Case Depth.................0.025 inches for more extensive use of controlled atmospheres for 

. ing i 1 and surface characteristics of metals. © Atmosphere Supply ............. Ammonia shaniging Antetad 
P PPIy GAS has become firmly established as the ideal fuel 

© Production Rate......200 Tons per Month for controlled atmosphere processing. 

MORE AND MORE... 5 

AMERICAN ae ASS YORK 17, N.Y. wo 1S TC, : > 2 Ned. THE TRE! 

FOR ALL 
INDUSTRIAL HEATING 
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Wood specimens which show the excellent preservative 
qualities of Pentachlorphenol. The two pieces on the 
right were impregnated with this protection against 
decay. AU four pieces were buried underground for 
six years in a Dow test plot. 

Chemistry gives lumber 
e 

longer life... 

Growing trees can fight their own battles against many common J 
destructive forces. Nature has seen to that. But power poles, fence ip LT | 

7 OP ni& oe posts and structural lumber are dead wood and suffer greatly from ; G » |_| 
insect attack and the conditions that create decay. Here’s where the a a | 
chemist steps in and takes over nature’s job to give lumber longer life. Ao! LWA) AA f 

Woe Ae During the past decade, notable progress has been made in developing iT % = fil \-- 
preservative treatments for the protection of wood. Studies under- L i I 
taken by Dow technicians have resulted in a new preservative known Nhe 4 
as Pentachlorphenol which is being used successfully without the TLS 
attendant disadvantages of the older commonly used materials. ‘A 
Pentachlorphenol gives every assurance of greatly extending the 1 A WY LA 
useful life of lumber. j : eS : a. a 

Development of chemicals for treating lumber is only one phase of - >... 
the work that is constantly underway at Dow. Our interests range ; : 
from ultra-light magnesium to chemicals that promote the health of E D OW | 
the Nation and the progress of every industry. i Pa : 7 

[ » 
‘The scientific mind and the scientific method are of first importance : ae : 

to Dow. i CHEMICALS INDISPENSABLE : 
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN TO INDUSTRY AND AGRICULTURE | 
New York + Boston + Philadelphia + Washington + Cleveland + Detroit : : Chicago + St. Lovis + Houston + SanFrancisco + Los Angeles + Seattle ics DadilowstOneiie dsc | 
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e What Every Student Engineer 

Should Know About Beari i ou now About Bearing Functions 

eae ( ee 
a a = 1, Ow To carry . : . 

as } COMBINATIONS OF —o 
im ee RADIAL AND THRUST LOADS k ra BY hope al 

Practically every bearing application in equip- 

ment of all kinds involves the carrying of radial 

and thrust loads in varying degrees. These draw- 
TRACTOR FRONT WHEEL in which both thrust : z, : 
and radial loads are carried on single row Timken ings show how Timken Tapered Roller Bearings 
Bearings. From whichever way the load may come, ffecti h 
it will be handled with minimum friction and wear. eiiscayely pectoras Goth. functions, 

Because it is a roller bearing, the Timken 

; i Bearing can carry the heaviest loads. Because 

FALE SEER it is a tapered roller bearing it can carry both 
(a ED a's Nee . ; 
if | a i | i] — il radial and thrust loads — separately or in any 
wey ENS = SEC) combination. 
0 ae ae 
ian “any, nt iN Ra From whichever direction loads may come, its 
sCCUG Dy a0 Near ‘ : x ik s es my | lal tapered design enables the Timken Bearing to 

es y i ] carry them all with full efficiency and safety. 

J a ve The cost and complication of a separate type 

of bearing for each kind of load are eliminated. 

Bearing housings and mountings are simplified 

APPLICATION of Timken Bearings on the worm ~~ With savings in cost, weight and space. 
shaft of a worm gear drive. The load on the worm 
shaft bearings, due to the operation of the worm, is The more you learn about Timken Bearings 
primarily thrust. There is considerable radial load é 
however, arising from the separating force of the now, the better prepared you -will be to solve 
gears and also possibly from overhung driving loads. any bearin. roblems yor ay encounter in 
This is another application for which the tapered y BP b you may i 
roller bearing is ideal. the future. 

TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS 

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON 6, OHIO 
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WHA’s equipment in 1920 located in the basement of Sterling 
Hall. Burton Miller, e’26, PhD’29, chief engineer at the time, 
now a sound technician for Warner Brothers in Hollywood. 
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“The Oldest Station In 

TI ion” 1e Nation 
by J. Vasilion e’48 

Photographs by H. Wahlin m’49 

vv SLIGHTLY less than four decades, the art of broad- others to continue operation. Most experimenters at that 

casting aural information and entertainment by radio time were using spark-gap transmitters capable of causing 

has emerged from a crude beginning of noisy spark-gap much interference with Navy communications, but the 

transmitters to level of high perfection now attained in equipment in use at WHA was of a type which caused 

Frequency Modulation broadcasting. Having shared and practically no interference. This is probably why they 

contributed a good deal to its development, WHA, owned were allowed to continue operation, coupled with the fact 

by the state of Wisconsin and operated by the university 

in Madison, today holds the honor of being the oldest 

broadcasting station in the nation. ere a ricoo im oo - : 

During the one or two years around 1915, the first fi ed figment ee 5 ‘ —_ 

experimental broadcasts were carried on consisting of [fQ eS i 

> daily weather reports to an audience made up mostly of u ee ' lI =|-K.: iu 

‘ radio experimenters. As early as 1909, wireless communi- a Le nifle . 

cation was held with other experimental stations, but this a | jane 

was not considered broadcast service. It did, however, ;: Boges, _. -° leo. 

mark the beginning of interest in radio experimentation i pir | i i PE oe ? 
A a | 1 | eee ‘ 

on the campus. Professor Terry of the Physics depart- me sill | 4 y¥ 

ment became interested in the future of radio communi. Ty "ees | pe ee 

cation and organized a small group of interested students Es = | Ee | “é 

i oy. ae A ee to help construct a more powerful station. The result of 4 oe Nga 

this effort was a transmitter in 1915 consisting of a 5 kilo- ie mi Ll ar . a 

watt spark operating on wave lengths of 475 and 750 SL Pa a brs. | : yo Pr 

meters. Call letters W9XM were assigned to the station. ae “ak A Re! 

The primary drawback of this station was the fact that es Pa * a << 

only telegraphic code could be broadcast, limiting the = Pa y . 

audience to those having an understanding of the code. wr See a 

Two years later, Prof. Terry and his students constructed 4 i y : 

a telephonic transmitter of advanced design making use 

of Dr. Deforest’s new vacuum tubes. This created many George Miller at the FM transmitter controls. 

new problems, however, since tubes were not yet available 

commercially. Even the techniques of tube construction that considerable progress was being made in learning the 

were not known, and so Prof. Terry and his group spent characteristics of this new type of radio equipment. 

considerable time experimenting with methods of glass 1919 marked the year in which the first clear and regu- 

blowing and tube evacuation. Many times they worked ,,1, scheduled broadcasts were received at the Great 
until the early hours of the morning preparing tubes for Lakes Training station. Many “hams” listening to these 
the following day’s broadcasts only to have them burn out Le oadcasts were quite surprised to hear’ music coming 

in a few hours or even minutes. from their headphones in place of telegraphic signals to 
In 1917, music was first broadcast from the university which they were accustomed. Occasionally, two-way com- 

station, but the quality left much to be desired. Hawaiian munications with other experimental stations were held 

music was found to sound best, probably because of its to exchange comments on the quality and strength of the 

metallic twang-like tone. The following year, the Navy signals, and to exchange ideas on technical developments 
department, then in control of radio communication in much as the “hams” of today do. The following year a 

this country, ordered all experimenters off the air as a pew transmitter having a power output of 500 watts was 

wartime measure, but authorized W9XM and a very few (continued on page 14) 
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Te term “Analytical Engineering” may be defined as validity of these initial approximations and assumptions. 

the logical consideration of known physical facts and Practically always it will be necessary to make assump- 

relationships in order that a better understanding of more tions and approximations in representing a complex phe- 

complex engineering and scientific phenomena may be at- nomenon or physical system in order that the time re- 

tained. As thus defined, analytical engineering touches quired for solution will not be prohibitive. One of the 

upon every field of engineering and scientific endeavor. often encountered tricks of the analytical engineer is that 

It is not restricted to electrical engineering nor to me- of “linearizing” relationships which are known to be non- 

chanical engineering, although some of the tools used by linear. For example, for small oscillations in dynamic 
the analytical engineer are in themselves complex combi- systems, such linearizing may be quite permissible and, 

nations of mechanical and electrical devices. when employed wisely, will be of considerable value in a 

In progressing towards his goal of better understand- preliminary approach to the understanding sought. 

ing of more complex physical phenomena, the analytical It is well for the analytical engineer to be not so easily 

engineer is first faced with the task of representing mathe- satisfied, however. Having made certain assumptions, no 

matically the specific system or phenomena under investi- matter how reasonable or convenient they might have 

gation. This, usually, is no small task. In a large number been, he can only speculate as to how his solution might 

of cases, judicious approximations must be made. The have differed, and therefore how his understanding might 

solution of the mathematical equations representing the have been affected had he not been driven to make the 
system is limited in its usefulness to the extent of the simplifying and convenient approximations in the interests 
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The AC network analyzer, applicable to a wide range of power system design and operating problems. 
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by Prof. H. A. Peterson 
Chairman, EE Dept. 
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The transient network analyzer extends the . . 7 os 
range of engineering problem solution. ee  . 

Doe a _. 

of saving time. It does not take a very complex physical aia pS 
5 5 s . : 2 bm | 

system involving only linear relationships (or conveni- _ fie 
: oof Oe 

ently so assumed) to discourage the initially most enthu- as ae 
. ‘ A a eee: 

siastic slide rule artist. _ oe eg 

One may say at this point that in many cases only par- P _ : _ ra ae 

tial preliminary understanding is all that is required. It is Ae (foe. 

necessary only to try out the system when it is built or H. As Paterion; e'32, MS'33 (University of Iowa), cecently-ap: 

assembled to see if its behavior agrees with that predicted pointed head of the Electrical Engineering department, spent ten 
. . . years in the Analytical Division of the Central Station Engineer- 

from the approximate preliminary analysis. After all, the ing Divisions of General Electric as an Electrical Engineer. 
behavi f th I is th | 1 1 Previous to this he spent three years in the Pittsfield Laboratories 
ehavior of the actual system is the truly complete solu-  ¢ General Electric, and one year as graduate research assistant 

tion with no assumptions or approximations. If the system the University of Iowa. 

or device is small, m ight must be given to this line. en : : d » much weight mu: 8 this line ing and scientific problems with the expenditure of a rea- 
of reasoning. It might well be easier and less expensive, sonable amount of time and manpower. The use of such 

for example, to change the size of a small capacitor in 145), makes it possible to study problems of greatly in- 

some electric control circuit than to change the corre- ceased complexity—problems which could not be under- 

sponding numerical value in the set of equations describ- aiken othewwise Because ihe. amount of time and effore 

ing the device, and then solving the equations to deter- required would simply be too great. To cite an illustration, 

mine the effect of the change. However, in the case of a in one case, it was estimated that the use of a differential 

large power system, preliminary analysis even though analyzer in the solution of a certain problem of evaluating 

costly and time consuming is essential because after the stresses in the Lockheed Constellation plane during land- 
large elements are built and put together, changes other ing made it possible to accomplish in ten days what would 

than those of a minor corrective nature cannot usually be 4... required 17 man. yeas without idl 

made. (continued on page 12) 
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Petroleum Reprieve 
by Robert Mitchell m’48 

Oo” present known petroleum reserves are twenty-one quent developments in fuel engineering off the calculation 

billion barrels. Our consumption is one-and-seven- sheets and the drawing boards and put them in the field— 

tenths billion barrels per year. How many years will it where they belong. 
last? By simple arithmetic, it will last a little over twelve ‘ 

oe : . : Quality 
years—but it is not that simple. Our consumption rate is 

not constant, and the pumping rate of producing wells Quality was still a problem. The answer must lie in 

cannot be so closely regulated. It will take half a century better control of the formation of the synthetic hydro- 

to bleed much of this oil out of the ground. carbons. The temperature of the reacting constituents 

In the face of such statistics, oil-men have become very was recognized as a factor determining the nature of the 

thoughtful. They knew that the Germans had been in a_ reaction. Since the combination itself produced the heat, 

tougher situation in the last war, and had fared rather it became apparent that the heat should be removed from 

well in that aspect. They knew that the Germans had the mass at the point of major reaction. The solution of 

prepared for such supply stresses long before the war the problem was a unique development of American engi- 

through research in the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute. They neers. It was not a simple convection or conduction proc- 

had perfected the “Fischer-Tropsch” process of convert- ess due to the fact that the catalyst was a solid. In order 

ing their plentiful coal into a myriad of synthetic hydro- to visualize the solution, one must form a picture of a 

carbons, as well as other more ponderous processes that finely divided solid which is boiling like a liquid. This 

accomplished the same end result. Why could we not solid is the catalyst, well pulverized, which is capable of 

do it? removing the heat of reaction as fast as it is released. The 

High Cost rate of heat removal can be controlled to give different : 

properties to the product. 

As is usually the case, it was not as simple as it seemed The Fischer-Tropsch process can be utilized to produce 

to copy the German industries. The reasons were eco- synthetic petroleum products from natural gas or any 
nomic and quality, rather than technical reasons. We rank coal. Coal reserves of all ranks amount to 3.2 trillion 

knew how they did it, but we also knew that the product tons (known). Natural gas is one of our most plentiful 
was expensive and that their fuels had low cetane and  fuels—so plentiful, in fact, that it is often considered a 

octane numbers. The great amount of Scotch blood nuisance in the petroleum producing areas.’ It was esti- 
coursing in American veins would not permit the purchase mated in Fortune magazine recently* that 900 million 

of such a low-grade and expensive insurance policy. Be- tons of coal would be necessary to replace, through the 
fore application of synthetic hydrocarbons could be made Fischer-Tropsch process, our yearly consumption of pe- 
to our problem, it had to be suited to our economic and troleum products. Approximately 300 million tons per 
quality standards. year could be used to supply natural gas users with a sub- ) 

Going to the bottom of the problem, petroleum engi- stitute fuel of high heating value. This latter product 

neers found that the answer to the prohibitive cost of would be a by-product of the processed coal as shown in 

German gasoline (18¢ per gallon as compared to the the flow-chart. Obviously, it would be a God-send to 
6¢ petroleum gasoline in America) lay largely in the cost many cities now using the low quality heating gases—or 

of the oxygen used in the primary phase. This problem which of necessity are using other fuels. | 

has been most emphatically solved. Oxygen producing Cataiytic Condensation 

plants capable of a two-dollar per ton product are being 

built at present in large numbers. They are being built The much-referred-to Fischer-Tropsch process is the 

close enough to the consumers to permit direct delivery catalytic condensation of hydrogen with carbon-monoxide 

in place of the ponderous cylinder delivery of the seventy- Ween Mardke 1048 

dollar, high-purity oxygen. This took past and subse- ee a ae continied on page: 32) 
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NOW--Cheap Oxygen 
by Robert Hacker e’49 

Fo many years men of science, industrialists, and en- Originally these reversing heat exchangers caused a 

gineers have been waiting for the time when cheap great deal of trouble. They couldn’t be operated for 

oxygen would be available for industry. That time has more than 24 hours without plugging up with impurities 

now arrived. Aided by the impetus of the demands of of frozen water and carbon dioxide. It was established by 

World War II oxygen in unprecedented quantities will thermodynamics that for long term operation of revers- 
now be available at 95 to 97% purity at from $2.75 to ing exchange the nitrogen at each point could be no more 

$5.21 per ton. This is compared with the $75 to $125 per than a few degrees cooler than the fresh air in heat ex- 

ton before the war. change with it. Only if these conditions existed could the 

. . impurities be cleaned out on reversal. Under normal 
The new process is essentially a German one, but new se . 5 3 Ff 

. . conditions a temperature differential of 25°F existed. 
American ideas have been added to further reduce the : : 

- An American by the name of P. R. Trumpler with the 
cost of the oxygen. Two new plants embodying these K ‘ 

. . : ellogg Co. conceived and worked out the system where- 
new ideas are now being completed. They will raise the ; 5 . 

. : ee, , by this temperature differential could be reversed. Trum- 
American annual consumption to 31 billion cubic feet per : 

% é pler added a fourth non-reversing passage to the heat 

year. The largest plant is being constructed at Browns- 5 : 
. . . exchanger. Through this passage a portion of the fresh 

ville, Texas. This plant will have a capacity of 2,000 tons 

per day compared with the old style plant capacity of 120 

tons per day. 

There are four essential processes in these new plants. 4 
They are compression, heat exchange, refrigeration, and ci 

fractionation. Atmospheric air is taken in and filtered 

and compressed in two stages. The first stage takes it to Onveen, Proover 

30 psig. Then the air is cooled to 100° F. The next stage 
takes it to 85 psig, and then it is cooled back to 100° F. < 
This mixture is filtered to remove the residual oil and PIYDER 777777 TT TSG 

moisture. The oil is removed by activated charcoal pellets. REVERSING ESSE Ce 
LACHANGER REBOLER 

Gere 
Heat Exchanger Tl ll 

The compressed air then flows to a multi-annulus re- =] Ne 

versing exchanger where it is cooled directly by waste fHasT i id PRESSURE 
nitrogen and oxygen. In principle, the reversing heat ae To IOCO SZ CoLumy 

exchanger consists of three coaxial tubes. There is one B SQA SURGE DRUMS Os 
“Y 

each for air, waste nitrogen and oxygen, and cold pure neve | MAVES [____] rurao-expanoer 

oxygen. The pure oxygen and waste nitrogen come from 

the fractionator at extremely low temperatures and are 

used to cool the fresh fed air by heat exchange. The air [ | _|rwo-stace AIR COMRE SOR 
is cooled to such a low temperature that the moisture and ; 

iis 2.8) Schematic flow diagram of new oxygen plant. 
carbon dioxide are precipitated or frozen out. The pure 

oxygen that is being used for refrigeration flows continu- 

ally through the center pipe, but every three minutes the 

air flow in the other two pipes is reversed. This allows feed air that had been cooled to near liquification is 
the air to flow through the clean nitrogen pipe, and it also passed. This additional cooling is used at the cold end 
allows the nitrogen to flow over the frozen water and of the air passage and it supplies the necessary cooling to 
carbon dioxide so that it can re-evaporate them and clean teduce the temperature differential to about 8° F. Thus, 

the pipe. This mixture is then exhausted to the atmos- in effect the air is used twice for heat exchange. Once 
phere. : (continued on page 16) 
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A l I l E I I nalytical Engineering oi... 

Among the tools that are useful to the analytical engi- Item 5, “Discrete Variable Computers,” requires some 

neer might be listed the following: special comment, though necessarily brief indeed. Devices rf g& P S y 
in this classification include punched card machines (such 

1. The D.C. Network Analyzer‘ 
y as the International Business Machines) as well as the 

2. The A.C. Network Analyzer more complex machines such as those developed during 

3. The Transient Network Analyzer the war at Harvard (the Automatic Sequence Controlled 

4. The Differential Analyzer Calculator), the Bell Laboratories Relay Computer, and 
: e ; ‘ 5 : 

y the ultra-high speed electronic computing machines devel- 

5. Discrete Variable Computing Devices. oped and built by the Moore School of Electrical Engi- 

The last three analyzers are shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. neering in Philadelphia. In general, these larger machines 

In Table I, types of problems are listed for solution of eliminate most of the routine work of calculation and 

which each analyzer has been found useful. This is a speed up the rate of solution tremendously. Devices of 

broad general summary and is intended to portray the this nature are more flexible than any of the first four 

scope of usefulness of such devices in many fields. mentioned. However, each of these analyzers has its own 

special field of usefulness. The discrete variable com- 

TABLE I i T a T a tf, ir TE i sai 

Type of Analyzer Types of Problems Solved = eA) ‘i Pg 1 : pa 
(1) D-c Network (a) Short-circuit studies (power systems) 1 > S| — 2: Pi See 2 ie. Se, 

Analyzer (b) Flux plotting ee i i ee y rig 
(c) Compressible fluid subsonic flow ae eae ria, a . Cy i 
(d) Heat flow s ae 2g ee ee : | 

er ae a = 
(2) Acc Network (a) Short-circuit studies (power systems) i 

Analyzer (b) Load studies (real and reactive pow- E = a 
er flow in power systems) - << ee see a 

(c) Transient and steady-state stability —— a Be ee 
(power systems) so ; : e a 

(d) Special problems ae __ - 7 

(1) Compressible fluid flow . ' ‘ _ 
(2) Elastic field problems a _. 
(3) Elastic structure problems se s 
(4) Electromagnetic field equations es ye me 
(5) Schrodinger’s equation es  ——— ee 
(6) Vibration problems : Teri 
(7) Hunting problems oO oe ..._..._._—_—_—_L=dé=stsmd 

(8) Rotating electrical machinery 

. The differential analyzer applies to all problems that 
@) Wak, Aunivees (a) eerie odie due to can be expressed by ordinary differential equations. 

(b) Effect of transformer (or other) 

saturation in producing or limit- puters add, subtract, multiply and divide, and therefore 

(c) ae SUE DRRSIRETE of can handle any type of problem since all problems can be 

transformer inrush currents reduced to these routine fundamental processes. 

nee oe pcammment overvolrages on Te will be impossible to go into detail with respect to 
(e) Effects of long-time lightning cur- any one of these devices in this article. It should be em- | 

(f) Baeey cepa oy Dekenite ar. phasized that no single analyzer is expected to be a uni- | 
resters in discharging switching versally practical machine for handling all problems. 

(z) Be frequency changer char- Each supplements the others, with some overlapping it is 

acteristics true. This is desirable, however, because it affords a 

(h) Tncernal winding oscillations isi pow: means in many cases of trying out methods of solution 

(i) Mechanical oscillations and vibrations using different analyzers and furnishes a basis for cross- 

hecki Its. - i i i i 
(4) Differential (a) Transient mechanical problems cheeiing Besche. Ceombchegng ti He Way Sot Hil 

Analyzer (b) Compressible fluid flow actual known test results and experience furnishes an 
a fe ee diinass ideally sound basis for carrying on the work of the ana- 

(e) Performance of automatic controllers lytical engineer. 
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T B t P I 

—Photograph by J. Kroot e'49 

Seen among the students and faculty at the University give due credit to female engineers of exceptional ability 
of Wisconsin are those wearing a watch-key shaped like there has been introduced the Tau Beta Pi Women’s 
the bent of a trestle. This key is the badge of Tau Beta Pi, Badge. The policy of the society’s magazine, “The Bent 
the all-engineering honorary society, and signifies that the of Tau Beta Pi,” has been to publish a picture and story 
person has excelled in scholarship and character. The of each women’s badge winner. With the ever increasing 
society was founded at Lehigh University on June 15, number of women in engineering, the number of badge 
1885, by Professor Edward H. Williams, Jr., head of the winners has increased so much that some change will have 
Mining department at Lehigh at that time. Because of to be made. It is very probable that the question of per- 
feeling among Phi Beta Kappas against admission of tech-  mitting initiation and full membership to the “slip-stick” 
nical students to their society, Professor Williams founded queens came up at the national convention. In the event 
Tau Beta Pi with a determination to give technical stu- they are granted full membership, their fair faces will 

dents the same chances afforded others by Phi Beta Kappa. _ probably disappear from “The Bent”—a great loss indeed. 
The society has grown steadily and now has 79 active Selection of members is determined by their scholastic 
chapters and a total membership of over 48,000. The ability and character. The grade-point averages required 
forty-second national convention was held October 9, 10, for selection are about 2.75 as a junior and 2.25 as a 
11 at New York and was one of the best ever. senior. 

Records of the local chapter show that Bernard V. Swen- The local chapter of Tau Beta Pi is one of the more 
son, a transfer from Illinois Alpha, was the first member active honorary societies on the University of Wisconsin 
of Wisconsin Alpha. The first member to be initiated was campus. Besides the business meetings and initiation each 
Charles F. Burgess, who later became well known as head semester, the chapter holds a number of parties and picnics. 

f tery C . Accordi tional ; 
° Busgess Bat Se ee Te the nationa Officers elected for this semester as shown in the above 
office, Wisconsin Alpha was the sixth chapter to be . 

z photograph are: In the back row, left to right: Carl 
formed. It was installed May 5, 1899, and the first meet- . 
‘ ...  Leyse, Corresponding secretary, and Frank Kohler, Cata- ing was held four days later. Last July the chapter initi- ; 5 : 
ated 30 members to increase their total members to 1,403 loge. Bron Tow, INE 1S High aalyle Pays Viewpeest. 

"dent; Vet Holmes, President; and Alden Pahnke, Record- 

At present Tau Beta Pi is strictly a male society, but to ing secretary. 
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Mural in WHA studios commemorating the men instrumental in its development. 

planned and built by the university staff. Directional Up until 1929, the state radio station was under the 

antennae were placed atop Sterling Hall and the trans- sponsorship of the Physics department, but after Prof. 
mitter was installed in the basement. In 1921, basketball Terry’s death in that year, it was taken over by the Elec- 
games and concerts were being picked up remotely from  rical Engineering department. Professors Edward Bennet 

the Armory and fed to the transmitter in Sterling Hall. and Glenn Koehler continued the work done by Prof. 

The call letters WHA were granted the state station in Terry, and in 1930 a new state radio voice, WLBL, was 

1922, taking it out of the experimental class and placing added to that of WHA. This was a big step toward the 

it into the class of commercial stations. From this point goal set by Prof. Terry of bringing the people of Wis- 

on, more attention was focused on programming, but again consin in closer contact with the activities of the state, the 

trouble developed. At first, some professors refused to university, and its educational facilities through the me- 

speak over the radio because they considered it undigni- dium of radio. The station broadcast hours, however, 

fied. Instead, they would write down their comments and were limited to daylight operation, and so only a rela- 

have them read by the station announcer. Later, how- tively small audience could be reached. Power increases 

ever, their attitude changed and they were quite happy of 750 watts and 5000 watts were granted in 1930 and 

to talk over the radio. 1936, but this proved to be inadequate in view of the fact 

that other commercial stations were being stepped up to 

soci eee — 10 to 50 kilowatts. From 1932 to 1941, various attempts 

3 . fo were made to improve the state radio coverage by com- 
; | s es ‘ @ bining other stations into a network and securing ex- 

"} e i : 2 i tended hours of operation, but all were unsuccessful. 

‘ : ” : ; 4 Finally in 1945, The Wisconsin State Radio Council was 

, o i | created to develop the state radio system. It is composed 

« Le os = ~ a q of eleven members including the governor of the state, 

Yo a 2 —| pees the president of the university, and directors of various 
abs 32 Se eal : ‘ ‘ ey Ns (oe ~—z ie §=— educational departments in the state. Owing to the fact 

: : SS ae rm | that Frequency Modulation radio offered superior service, 

a j a ns alls | i and unlimited hours of operation could easily be secured, 

' i, ~ a a the council voted acceptance of a plan calling for seven 
_ i s i Bal ae Wee §=FM broadcast stations located throughout the state in 

. ee eel the form of a network. The first station, WHA-FM, is 

ss) ' already in operation here at Radio Hall, and a second, 

a , ed in Delafield, is under construction to serve the Milwaukee 

“ ~~ area. When completed, this network will be the first state 
, = owned network in the nation, bringing to the people of 

sittin /oontesliRGSE: Wisconsin programs of highest caliber through a radio 

Ernst Engberg, foreground; Arthur Liebs, background. system of advance design. 
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by A. Jones e’49 

AS A DIRECT result of recent war with which most there are NO plane rides. A lecture and two labs fill out 

of us are all too familiar, industrial technology and the three credit course, and there is some $1,500 worth of 

planning has made tremendous advances, and the de- new equipment on hand. Complete photos of the Madi- 

mands made on Engineering personnel have necessarily son and Devil’s Lake area are available, and with the aid 

widened in scope. To meet these demands and to better of these, problems in contouring, map-making, route loca- 

give the engineering student the broad background of tions, elevation determinations, and mosaics will be dealt 

both fundamental and advanced training he needs at the with. 

college level, the Engineering school is offering this year 

over two dozen new required and elective courses, and Biochemical Engineering 

has created a completely new curriculum in biochemical . 
‘ 5 The chemical engineer who expects to find a home in 

engineering. 
the food or fermentation industries will find it important 

By far the largest number of courses lies in the electri- to secure supplementary training in biochemis:ry and bac- 

cal and mechanical engineering fields, but every depart- tetiology. To provide for this requirement a special cur- 

ment has at least one addition to its program this fall, and riculum is now available leading to the degrees of B.S. 

more new courses are under consideration for the future. and M/S. in biochemical engineering. This type: of train: 

No attempt will be made to enumerate all of the courses ing will bevof special valuecin’ the food processing jindus: 

offered, nor to explain them in great detail. Complete tries, in the production of pharmaceuticals, solvents, 
course lists are available together with enrollment require- leather, textiles, beverages; iand in thie) general chemital 

ments and the faculty members concerned, who can give processing of agricultural products, in all of which a 

a more complete picture of the individual courses. knowledge of bacterial processes is essential to the success- 

Photogrammetry ful application of engineering principles. 

A tongue-twister of a new course for the civils is C.E. 5 
New Electronic Course 

119—Photogrammetry, the science of making aerial pho- 

tography pay. Developed in mapping large areas to scales Of the many new courses opened for E.E.’s, the largest 

of 1 to 10,000 or larger, photogrammetry is coming into number are in the 200 series and require a fairly sound 

ever wider use for the compilation of all types of maps, background in electrical fundamentals, but there are two 

reconnaissance for route locations of highways, airports, new 100 series courses and two required basic courses, 

pipelines, and power lines, and for forestry and timber EE. 5 and E.E. 55. Taken concurrently, these last two 

cruising. High quality aerial photos furnished data so replace the elective course, E.E. 155, Communications 

accurate that exact routing for highways including amount Electronics, and give four lecture credits and two labora- 

of fill and estimated cost can be made from them without tory credits as against the former two and one, respec- 

running a survey. Many highway commissions are at pres- tively. The new courses are designed to provide a general 

ent making all their plans on the basis of such photos, and background in fundamental electronics, applicable to both 

by so doing are able to purchase the necessary property the power and communications fields, including basic 

without facing speculative prices. Many cities are now theory and basic applications of high-vacuum tubes, gas 

doing a large portion of their development planning sole- filled tubes, cathode ray tubes, photo tubes, rectifiers, am- 

ly on the basis of photographs, and have realized increased _ plifiers, control circuits, and oscillators. New advanced 

tax income from property which had never been on the E.E. Courses deal with such provoking subjects as servo- 

tax rolls. Under ideal conditions aerial photos give an mechanisms, advanced communications measurements, and 

accuracy of building heights of from 1 to 2 feet. electromagnetic radiation and transmission. 

As for the course itself, there is NO fieldwork, and. (continued on page 16) 
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for heat exchange with nitrogen and then with itself. sary to compress 250,000,000 cubic feet of air to 85 psig. 
‘ Only about 30% of the air is necessary for this refrigera- In the old style plants reciprocating machinery was used 

tion. The remaining 70% leaves the heat exchanger and for compression, but for these huge capacities the cost 
is discharged into a surge drum at approximately —250° F. would be prohibitive. Because of the low operation pres- 

The cooled high pressure air then enters the lower sec- sure of these plants, it is possible to use centrifugal pumps. 
tion of the fractionation tower below the bottom tray. The type used have radial intake and axial discharge. 
This section, called the high pressure section, contains 20 Two of these pumps are used in parallel for the two 
trays. It separates the air into an overhead liquid oxygen stages of compression. In order to reduce the operation 
and a bottom liquid of about 354% oxygen. The nitrogen costs these pumps are often driven by a steam turbine 
overhead liquid is subcooled by exchange against the driver that is supplied with steam from the process that 
waste nitrogen, and it supplies reflux to the upper section is using the oxygen. This is especially true when the 
of the fractionator where it is introduced at the top tray. oxygen is used in the Fischer-Tropsch process for the 
This section contains 40 trays and operates at 10 psig. oxygenation of hydrocarbons. 

The enriched oxygen produced from the bottom of the Because of the low operating temperature of the proc- 
high pressure section is similarly cooled by exchange ess, completely effective insulation of the equipment is of 
against waste nitrogen. Then it is introduced into the vital importance. Also, because of the extreme cold it is 
low pressure column as intermediate reflux. The expand- necessary to take care in the selection of the materials for 
ed air is also introduced into the low pressure column at the machinery. This special equipment is one of the prime 
an intermediate point. The low pressure section fractionates considerations in the cost of the oxygen. Another is the 

the feeds into a waste nitrogen stream removed as an cost of the power necessary. Because of the large amount 
overhead vapor and an oxygen product which is with- necessary, one of the cheapest places to operate one of 
drawn from below the bottom tray as a vapor. The re- these plants is in conjunction with a plant that gives off 
boiler duty is supplied by the condensation of the over- large amounts of heat that can be used to produce steam. | 
head vapors in the high pressure section, part of which At the present time there are six major fields that are 
are withdrawn for reflux to the low pressure section, and using large quantities of this low cost oxygen. These 

the balance passed through the high pressure section as fields are the partial oxidation of hydrocarbons, the gasi- 
internal reflux. The oxygen product passes from the low fication of coal, the heavy chemical industry, the iron and 
pressure section of the fractionator directly to the inner tee] manufacture, the non-ferrous metal industries, and 
annulus of the heat exchanger where its refrigeration is jn mining. Now that oxygen has come of age and should 
recovered. be available in unlimited quantities many more industries 

In order to produce the 48,000,000 cubic feet/day of should spring forth to take advantage of the unlimited 
oxygen that is the capacity of the new plants, it is neces- opportunities. 

a SSS 

New Course coves on pase 

The M.E.’s have the largest number of new courses ment selected and balanced, and tool, material, and pro- 
opened to them, most of them advanced technical courses duction control systems are established for the theoretical 
such as MLE. 117, Industrial Heat Transfer, the applica- production item undertaken by the class. 
tion of rational design to insulation, steam boilers, econo- The mechanical engineering department is planning 
mizers, refrigeration, etc., or M.E. 118, Gas Turbines and more new courses in industrial engineering, and subjects 
Jet Propulsion, which presents the principles and perform- such as advanced production methods, tool and die engi- 
ance characteristics of gas turbines and related equipment. neering, and possibly a course in plastic working of metals 
More emphasis is placed on industrial engineering with are being considered. Rather than offer a separate degree 
MLE. 115, Industrial Plant Design, in which some small in industrial engineering, the school will enable a student 
product such as an automobile water pump is carried to supplement his basic work with courses valuable to in- 
through an entire semester, and all steps leading to its dustrial engineering, and thus avoid limiting his scope by 
successful production are organized. A market analysis over-specialization, which is an often heard criticism of 
is made, plant facilities are determined and located, equip- many schools today. 
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Foundry Education Foundation 

by E. Kasum e’48 

Pes the Foundry Education Foundation ac- latter program has as its aims to give the student engineer 

tivities in promoting interest in the foundry industry a good background of foundry operation. Another impe- 

among engineering students, four students in the College tus to Junior recipients of the award is that provided 

of Engineering have been named as recipients of the first they merit it, the award can be received a second time. 

of a series of five-hundred dollar scholarships. A fifth 

scholarship is to be awarded in the immediate future. No Obligations 

i i I : 
The following men-have been aorantet byrthe facul ty Mr. Anthony Haswell and Mr. George Dreher, Presi- 

committee: Robert F. Kenzler, me’3; Donald P. Schmidt, ; : ‘ 
; : ; dent and Executive Director respectively of the Founda- 

m&m’4; Norman J. Stickney, m&m’4, and Hugh Donald : : : 
; tion, stressed the fact that the. Foundry Option courses 

Stork, m&m’4. i . : 
; _ . . . are open to all. That includes:the summer work for which 

Wisconsin is one of the six engineering schools chosen ‘ ' 
: : — the Foundation will act as a placement bureau. Scholar- 

by the Foundation to participate in its program. The hi . . . 
: ship winners are in no way obliged to work for member 

other five schools are: Cornell, Northwestern Institute of ‘i , . : 
. . foundries upon graduation, though the Foundation will 

Technology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cin- é 5 
. . i . . gladly place men in the estimated five to ten thousand 

cinnati University, and the Case Institute of Technology. : : : ‘ 
: : 4 openings for graduate engineers in the foundry industry. 

Selection of the schools was based on their geographical Th : : 
. . e Foundry Education Foundation has evolved out 

location with respect to the foundry industry, past co- z i “ 
: . . ste of a committee set up by leaders in the foundry industry 

operation with the foundry industry, and willingness to k we had of ‘developing i Se afiey 
a foundry option to seek a positive method of developing interest in their 

Initiate @ SUNS AO BHOn: industry among engineers. Evidence of the widespread 

need is that the Foundation represents some five-hundred 
: , : 

Candidates’ Requirements foundries which handle about seventy-five per cent of the 
= ant 

Choosing of the candidates is the responsibility of the nation’s four-billion dollar annual output of the foundry 

respective schools as is the actual awarding of the scholar- industry. 

ships. The requirements for qualifying are an interest in Bau Gi 

foundry work as evidenced by courses taken and/or other quipment, Sorants 

foundry experiences, willingness to take electives in the Another aspect of the program is equipment grants to 

foundry option, and all other requirements equal, char- the six schools. These grants are to be used according to 

acter and relative grade points. Juniors and Seniors in the various schools’ needs to enlarge and improve their 

any department of engineering will be considered. The foundries. The size and frequency of the grants varies 

majority of the scholarships will be awarded to Juniors. according to the needs of the Colleges, and are deter- 

For the first year a definite ratio was not set, but for the mined by the Foundation. Technical advice and assistance 

following two years the schedule is: in obtaining equipment are being generously extended b: g equip gs y y 

2nd year—10 Juniors— 5 Seniors the foundry group. Wisconsin’s sizable grant will be util- 

3rd year—15 Juniors—10 Seniors ized to equip the new foundry building alongside the 

Mining and Metallurgy building. 

Summer Work Experience Mr. Haswell and Dreher closed their interview by 

announcing that the foundation will act as a source of lec- 

Juniors that receive the Foundation scholarships are turers, which will be readily available, and as a placement 

expected to spend the summer between their Junior and bureau. In reference to the latter a recent survey con- 

Senior years working for one of the member foundries, ducted by the Foundation indicates that the industry can 

under a very closely supervised training program. The readily absorb five-hundred men per year. 
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Al 1 Not 

by J. J. Kunes e’48 

L. Hunholz 47 

EE ern Indiana Public Service Company,” William F. Tubesing (CE’05) died at 
Hammond, Indiana. He was a V-12 North Hollywood, Calif., on March 20. 

Older EE grads will remember Dr. trainee here, recently discharged from He had been a consulting and contract- 
William E, Wickenden, member of the the service. ing engineer in Milwaukee for many 
faculty from 1905 to 1909. He died last J. R. Hafstrom (EE’37) has returned years. 
September Ist, shortly after his retire- to the campus as Assistant Professor of LeRoy F. Harza (CE’06) is head of 
ment as president of Case Institute of Electrical Engineering. After receiving the Harza Engineering Co., of Chicago, 
Technology, Cleveland, Ohio. Dr. Wick- his degree here he worked with General which has recently been awarded a con. 
enden was graduated from Denison Uni- Electric for 3 years, becoming a manu- tract by the government of El Salvador 
versity with the degree of Doctor of Sci- facturing engineer in the lamp division. to report upon two proposed hydro-elec- 
ence and after’ .a shore. time at the From 1940 to 1942 he was an instructor tric projects on the Lempa River, one of 
Mechanics Institute, Rochester, N. Y., at Iowa College while working for his the largest streams of the country. 
served on the faculty here for four years. master’s degree. Since 1942 he has been Edward F. Tanghe (CE’14) has been 
He then was appointed Assistant Profes- working for the government. Ex-service- appointed assistant superintendent of 
sor of Electrical Engineering at Massa- men attended his Navy radio school at Water Works, Milwaukee. 
chusetts Institute of Technology and in Wahaiwa, on single side-band  multi- James R. McAteer (CE’18) died Feb- 
1914 was appointed Associate Professor. channel radio equipment. His earliest ruary 10, in Madison. He had been em- 
In 1918 he became personnel manager of “ham” activities were as W9TYO in ployed in the Treasury Department in 
Western Electric and in 1922 became Neneh, Wisconsin, but since then he Milwaukee. 

Assistant _ Mites ptesident of American 288 operared fe any districts, most re H. Wesley Clark (CE’20), city engi- 
Telephone and Telegraph. In 1929 Dr. y_as neer of Niagara Falls, N.Y.’ since 1951 
Wickenden was made president of the G. D. Keppert (EE’46) is employed in tetited on April 14, ‘Ele is oeostlene of 
Case Institute of Technology, Cleveland, the communications field by the Wiscon- thé United Elotels Corncany of Antic, 
Ohio, and since then had’ been very sin Telephone Company at Milwaukee. and of the United Office Building. active in the advancement and improve- He is working with fixed land and mo- ae nD a ene 
ment of education, He served on many bile telephone systems. Clarence A. Willson (CE’21) has been AIEE committees, and was president of Orrin R. Buchanan (EE’31) is a radio appointed research engineer of the Com- 

AIEE for 1945-46, Besides his technical engineer at the Naval Research labora- mittee on Reinforced Concrete Research, 
activities, Dr. Wickenden was prominent tory, Washington, D.C. American Iron and Steel Institute, New 
in Cleveland civic affairs. The degrees R. M. Arms (EE’94) died after a long York. Previously he was director of the besiowed om Kim care too numerous to illness. He had been an inspector for building regulations and construction 
list here. He was the author of many the Alaska Railroad, retired several years standards branch of the National Hous- 
articles and papers, and had recently ago because of poor health. sng gency, ‘ s been. appointed a rebresebitative of the F. A. Kartak (EE’09) who retired in arl K. Loverud (CE’23) is general United States committee of the United 1944 as dean of the Marquette Univer- manage of Pelle: Menufacruring Cam: 
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cul- sity College of Engineering, died recent- ae °F, lle end machinists, at Me 
tural Organization. ly. Mr. Kartak had served as research oe redeni k FH, So te 

Here is a “hill” scholar in the AIEE assistant and instructor at Wisconsin un- ne ted di . Hornig (CE a) has been 
limelight: Dr. C. A. Suits (MA’27) has til 1913. In 1921 he joined the Mar- waukee Road at Ml eon CI, To ihe Mil been appointed chairman of the AIEE quette faculty and was appointed dean Reginald C. Pri ° (CE3S. MS'46) committee on research. After leaving in 1928. cently left the Bureau of Reclamation sy 
Wisconsin, Dr. Suits received the degree H. W. A. Rusch (EE’I5) died after = fora’, lal assisaue 40 Che wear 
of Doctor of Natural Science from the suffering a stroke. He was an engineer Secretary of the Danone Assistant Technische Hochschule, Zurich, Switzer- with the Wisconsin Power and Light OWekint Dee ett of Interior 
land. He entered che General Electeic Company for 23 years. at Washington, .Dic. ns research laboratories in 1930 and in Leslie J. Deno (CE'37) is assistant | 
1945 was made vice-president and direc- CE general bridge inspector of the Chicago 
tor. He is the author of numerous tech- & North Western Railway at Chicago. 
nical papers and has many inventions to James W. Myers (CE’27), superin- Ray F. Voelker (CE’37) is a division 
his credit. In 1937 he was the recipient tendent of the Water Department at engineer with the Standard Oil Com- 
of the Eta Kappa Nu Award. Kenosha for many years, has been made PAI Fast (CE ‘ 

ss, ye assistant manager of the Philadelphia vin Edelstein 738) is structural 

this summer. He visited the engineering owned utility that serves a large area ad- pany at Best Chicago; Indiana, 
campus and observed new changes in /acent to Philadelphia. see ie cnet (CEOs) who: bas 
staff, enrollment, instruction, and labora- Maxwell W. Fischer (CE’28) has been Been teaching structural engineering at 
fories: appointed acting maintenance engineer VERCUSE MU DLVEESIEY 5 has accepted an as- Raoul D. Smith (EE'47) is working in __‘£0t,the Wisconsin Highway Commission, _*9¢/ate professorship at Iowa State Col- 
the ‘esearch department for Phileo, at Alva J. Armstrong (CE’29) resigned = . i acy: Philadelphia i from the U. S. Engineers Office at Pitts- Gerald G. Fintak (CE’41, MS’46) is 

phia. burgh in July, 1946, to join the staff of hydraulic sales engineer with Allis- 
H. W. Grothman (EE’46) is employed the Special Engineering Division of the Chalmers Company. 

as an electrical engineer by the “North- Panama Canal, (continued on page 30) 
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The VW ay VW e See It eee 

. : : . Join Your Society Diploma Evaluation 

Wr the advent of each new school year the various Some individuals walk across the stage on that great 
engineering societies strive for new members so as to day, grab their diplomas, and shout inside, “I’ve done 

it!! ‘i i Tp? i * increase their beneficial affect on larger portions of the ei , a an “a Others merely experience over 
2 to, whelming relief. student body. A very obvious question is, “What have I 8 

to gain from joining?” The implications of that bit of sheepskin should be giv- 
en some consideration. It means primarily that you did 

You get to meet your fellow students out of the class. Ot flunk out. Quite a distinction, I suppose, when com- . 2 pared with che ones who tried and did not make it. But room. You get acquainted as men and future engineers ; ° ° : — : don’t forget, you have no basis of comparison if that oth- rather than constantly considering one another as mere er person did not attempt such preliminary work. You 
entities that sit in prescribed chairs in classrooms. This simply cannot grade rutabagas on standards set up for 
informal striking up of acquaintanceships and friendships Portland cement. 
within like-minded groups is a reason in itself worthy of I am of the opinion that a rutabaga which passes the 
the utmost of consideration. tests for Portland cement is not much of a rutabaga. Since 

you are probably as lost as I am by now, let us start over 
Then there is the all important supplement to your and try to draw a decent conclusion from this data. 

i i ducation. The new research and develop- . - , Sen Ben & : SESH ECENS eoucation e new . P Joe is a very good machinist. His pride is just as vital ments taking place that the classrooms have not time to as yours is. It should be. He excels in his field. Any 
cover. First, the annual membership fees of the societies time you try impressing him with your profound knowl: 
cover your subscription to an excellent technical journal, edge, prepare for poor relations. Further, nothing is so 
which features discussions by topnotch men in their fields. detrimental as that old democratic smile. Sincerity is the 
Second, the organizations invite prominent men in indus- keynote to truly cordial relations. 
try to lecture on specific phases of engineering. Third, One of the best engineers I know placed his diploma in 
field trips, usually planned in conjunction with the regional the bottom of a trunk upon graduation, and it has been 
chapters of the organizations, are employed to acquaint there ever since. He is well liked by the men who work : . ‘ — ‘ ‘ for him. His “technique” is simple respect where respect members with the workings of industries in the immediate * : : : ° i Th, Gest hand vist bably the due. As simple as that. He performs his duties, and it 
SEEEOUnEINgS: ese Rest hand visits are probably the is pleasant for others to perform theirs under him. most anticipated activities of the groups. 

This is no introduction by Dale Carnegie. It is simply 
Here before you, lies an opportunity to learn more 4 plea to you to understand and properly appreciate those 

about your profession. You have the chance to see, read, who will some day work with and for you. Your degree . . . is a farcical thing if you allow it to become your banner and hear about the various phases of your field in which : : . and brass band. It was not meant to be such. It is a 
you may have the greatest interest. And if you should mere gesture of completion. It is also a symbol of begin- 
choose to be active, which you should, a chance to learn ning. Let it be a symbol of your entry into vital work, 

about organization and planning. and of greater understanding of others. 
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C Hi hl ht 
by J. Ashenbrucker e49 

R. Pavlat 48 

, 

Enrollment methods for improving circulation Wisconsin was Prof. J. G. Wood- | 

The enrollment in the College of and bookkeeping systems, Five mem- burn. Departmental meetings were | 

; . bers of the Wisconsin Engineer staff held on Saturday at which papers 
Engineering totals 3,092 for the fall . 3 . | 

. . made the trip: Emil Kasum, Robert were presented by various faculty 
semester this year, with 506 fresh- . on ‘ 

: J. Mitchell, William Gottschalk, men. Presenting papers from the 
men, 1,096 sophomores, 836 jun- . . : . , i, 
. 529 4 d 125 graduate Robert St. Clair, and Charles Mita- University of Wisconsin were Prof. 

5 52: niors, an : : ° 
2008 ae * & ; sik. Robert Mitchell served as chair- George W. Washa, Prof. Kurt F. 
students. Mechanical Engineering ‘ 

: man of the finance committee. Pur- Wendt, and Prof. R. J. Harker. Mr. 
leads the field with 983 students, : : - . ' 

; ‘ #8 due University will be headquarters Albert T. Bleck from the Wisconsin | 
and Electrical Engineering is second f : . 7 Fisk C a i 
ache a eealinvene of°O24. Chen. or next year’s meeting. tate ighway ‘ommission alse 

cal Engineering totals 482, Civil +e presented a oe epresenting on 

Engineering 438, Metallurgical 98, Blue Books University o: Isconsin on me 
and Mining 42 board for next year’s meeting will 

. . University officials have finally be Prof. Delmar W. Nelson from 

: Reflecting the end of the war it signaled the end of last minute the M.E. Department. 
is interesting to note that the great geatches fox a blue boolke before eka 

wave of veteran students is ebbing. aan, Renewing a polign Geopped 

Of the 506 freshmen enrolled this in 1939, examination books will be Triangle Active 
fall, 280 are ex-Gl’s. This is a much fursielied we.eudln ean 

more even ratio than the 2,230 vets : ze ¥ Triangle fraternity swung into the 

counted in the upper classes totaling fall semester with hardly a break 

2,565 students. The Navy had six Profs Meet from summer studies. The frater- 

students under the V-5 program, . . nity, under the coaching of Nick 

and 53 NROTC men in the College Marquette University was host on Weber, has entered teams in every 

of Engineering. October 17 and 18 to the north mid. sport in competition for the Badger 
/ west section of the American Socie- Bowl. Plans were formulatea re- | 

Any observations on enrollment ty for Engineering Education. Meet- cently for the National Convention 
would not be complete if we failed ing at this time in order to discuss of Triangle to be held in Madison 

to mention the six young ladies in various phases of education were in September, 1948, in conjunction 

the College of Engineering. Elec- engineering teachers from six mid- with the 100th anniversary of the 

trical Engineering claims four: of west colleges. The general program University and the 35th anniversary 
these brave beauties, Mechanical consisted of inspection trips of some of the Chapter at Wisconsin. 

Engineering one, and Metallurgy 15 Milwaukee plants on Friday fol- . 
: Triangle was host to the Mar- 

one: lowed by a banquet at the Wiscon- 
. . quette Chapter at a dance and party 

x OOK Ok sin Hotel at which Prof. Ben G. . . 
: 5 : . after the Marquette-Wisconsin game 

: Elliott from the University of Wis- : 
Magazines Meet : . = Saturday evening, October 28. Prof. 

consin delivered one of the main 
. : : . and Mrs. R. J. Harker were chap- 

The Wisconsin Engineer was addresses, speaking on the Faculty erons. 

awarded honorable mention by the Viewpoint on Engineering College : : : : 
Papi i i : eading Triangle for this year is Engineering College Magazines As Problems. He was followed by Mr. Leading T gle f his y 

sociation both for alumni coverage A. von Wening, Vice-president and James R. Price, President; assisted 

and cover makeup at the silver an- Controller of the A. O. Smith Cor- by Henry Preu, Vice-President; Roy 

niversary meeting held this year at poration, who spoke on the Place DeMeyer, Recording Secretary; Stan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan, on October of the Engineer in Industry. Serv- Jeselun, Corresponding Secretary; 

17 and 18. Representatives of the ing as board member on the Execu- and Ken Maurer, Treasurer. 

26 member magazines discussed tive Committe for the University of (continued on page 27) 
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NUMBER 8 OF A SERIES No . 

Ne YW" for Engi 
a oe AO tes ae er Ms 

———— @Speedway for new telephones 
Pe Se he ree oma | Here you see the “wind-up” of nearly two miles of 

. a Eo ee ‘ ‘ 4 Dy overhead conveyor lines designed by Western Electric 

: — ae a eM i engineers for their vast new telephone-making shop 
ovis rere ae i a oh ‘ af in Chicago. As finished telephone sets near the end of 
i a it the assembly and inspection line, an_ electronic 

= . : _ — ——, a selector unerringly sorts out six different types, 

Ll ee —_ 2 ae = > a » directs each type down the right one of the six differ- 
= ee ree ; ent chutes for packing and shipping. Not one second 

: enh = oe ‘a is wasted. This conveyor system is capable of han- 

le a o> y 5 - dling 20,000 telephones per day. 
—_ — ne _ ol i 

a ——— — iF c— EET ee Se 

® % a beds E j i Hl . A / : 

fae ine Ee : 
; ae Se 4 Ve | 

Faster way to dry cable > vad 4 ed ae ed 

Before getting its protective lead sheath, telephone roe b 4 4 ig fee 4 re — eee 
cable must have every bit of moisture removed from § eo ie _ Omi pa a 

pulp insulation and paper covering. To gain greater Pie it iL iy fem 
efficiency than the horizontal steam drying method, oo ~~ 9. ws El \ Fn 

which used to take 24 hours, Western Electric en- : a 4 _ : e ; a Sard 

gineers designed a battery of cylindrical vacuum : 2 he i an SSS 
ovens which are lowered over reels of cable. Electric _ " | _ ; : Sed 

current is then passed directly through the wires of : . be . aad 
the cable, heating it to 270°F. As much as 6 gallons 3 ; nn 
of water is driven out of the insulation in just an 5 ee fii ‘ 

hour and a half! ‘fn PE 

Engineering problems are many and varied at Western Electric, where 
manufacturing telephone and radio apparatus for the Bell System is the primary 
job. Engineers of many kinds—electrical, mechanical, industrial, chemical, 

metallurgical—are constantly working to devise and improve machines and proc- 

esses for mass production of highest quality communications equipment, 

Wes! Eleciri 
tt FS fF A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882 3 TF TF 
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-f-a-t-1l-c 
by Chuck Strasse e’49 

Some jokes old, He: “There’s something new going around about you.” 

Some jokes new. She: “What?” 

Some jokes borrowed, He: “My arm.” 

All for you. x 

= OF Fun is like insurance —the more you get the more it 

What do co-eds like most in a man, costs. 

Red hair, blue eyes, or—greenbacks? % eX 

* ot OF Mary with her little skates, 

“If I take this castor oil do you think I’ll be able to get Upon the pond did frisk; 

up in the morning?” Now wasn’t that a silly thing— 
“Yes, long before morning!” Her little (*)? 

x Ok Ok ok om 

Did you hear about the girl who ate BB’s and her hair Definitions 

grew out in bangs? Sine wave—An ex-navy girl who worked in the recruit- 

* eS ing office. 

C.E. co-ed to M.E. wolf: “You transit near me.” Nothing—A bladeless knife without a handle. 

* & Static—A page in the Wisconsin Engineer written by 

“Have you a good head for figures?” some moron with a hangover. 

“No, as soon as I see a good figure I lose my head.” Ae 

x oF Doctors claim that horse-back riding makes red cheeks. 

| GOD GAVE MAN FIVE SENSES ... 

FRESHMAN SENIOR 

EN C~ TASTE HEARING 

r@ WY Cy < SND (TAKE IT OR ~~ ee 
i \ KD SIGHT LEAVE IT ALONE) =| ~~~" @ 25 P= 

es 9 
3a : |" aT mi 

] & Q y) #y yes oo hyohy= 38 S [ ea \ 

\ A ) (2) tw" (=) jean s Na vos) S sag i 
‘S DN } ne awe ue poe be AREA ‘ =~ , — yh P] O\ | Ae Cp gl SEA \ eae} 

eS 4 ras p Loge WY, /f> i) 

A ARTA | |e] 2 ee | = WV = bid 
wi ty | ON ) Ef maa \ | |: { i i K } __ a rh Pb yy 

ay \\ [|X <e8 ik) EE = = Bf = Saal Ls ZL k € e! (D == wets ay Z| 

mal ie 10 “NS sao ==" 
——e = ¢ - — 

Se = C : Sh | LOD ~ 
—— —=- ‘\a _ MM a 

Svingman — i =~, Yer inaman 

TOUCH eek 4 = Pm 2 2 22 | BIE HORSE: 
AND a ss > eee SENSE MAKES 

SMELL = =< Seownse A HAPPY ENDING 

Br ingmn 

JUNIOR 
SOPHOMORON (continued on page 26) 
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ww Plastics where plastics belong— . 

= ° = - 2s se e378 
e using insulating and printing qualities 
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ka el —_ 
es TT O” tyPE of plastics, Synthane, has a combination of mechanical, 
or = chemical, and electrical properties that fit it for a host of useful 

_ I ee ae | applications. It is corrosion and moisture resistant, dense, structurally 

L Ue : oF strong, and may be easily worked. An excellent electrical insulator, 

Le LOW MOISTURE ABSORPTION | Synthane is extremely light (about 4 the weight of aluminum). 

/ LE ORROSION RESISTANCE A good example of the use of laminated plastics is this timing device 

[= ohh which uses Synthane for the cams in the timer. Heart of an automatic 

, 8 tS wnt sme | system, the Cam Timer is designed to control the flow of exhaust 

Pook ee Aside from its outstanding insulating qualities, letters, numerals, 

oto EMPERAT RE RANGE and symbols may be easily and clearly printed on Synthane by our 
—— oe Synthographic process. Synthane Corporation, Oaks, Pennsylvania. 

oh CTENsite serene 

\ MANY MORE PROPERTIES —comBINED <a Ss NIHANE 

ss 

SYNTHANE TECHNICAL PLASTICS * DESIGN © MATERIALS FABRICATION © SHEETS * RODS + TUBES + FABRICATED PARTS * MOLDED-MACERATED + MOLDED-LAMINAT™ 
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Science Highlights: 
Lightning 

by E. Robinson m’49 

E. Zimmerman e’49 

Potent: ning stroke, is a visual discharge were elsewhere by the time the light- 

Lightning originates in  wind- resulting from high concentrations ning struck, since they wrote the 

tossed clouds. The charge gener- of charges in the ground and in the letter. 

ated is negative, and a_ positive clouds. These discharges are called Pernicious: 

charge follows along the ground as “corona.” Lightning usually follows Another letter received by the 

the cloud is blown along. When the St. Elmo’s fire. An interesting ob- Pittsfield laboratory refutes the 

positive and negative charges be- servation of this phenomenon was claim that lightning never strikes 

come strong enough, a relatively recounted in a recent letter to the twice in the same place. The frus- 

small current streams from the General Electric High-voltage Lab- trated author wrote: 

cloud to the earth. The return oratory, Pittsfield, Mass. It stated “Last summer, I had left my 

stroke, from earth to cloud, aver- that two boys were riding horseback, house with all the windows open, 

ages 20,000 amperes. It may reach one ahead of the other, when the doors open, my radio connected, 

a peak of 200,000 amperes (one- boy in the rear noted an unusual and the lights on. 
half amp. will light a 60-watt bulb). glow outlining his companion’s “On returning I found that light- 

It is estimated that cloud potentials head and the rump of his horse. ning had visited us. The radio was 

which start the lightning discharge His startled ejaculation caused his wrecked. 

are higher than 20,000,000 volts. friend to turn. On looking back, he “A week ago we were struck 

Peculiar: observed a similar glow about the again. 

St. Elmo’s fire, while not a light- other. It is presumed that the boys “This time, I saw it all. I had dis- 

connected the radio wire from the 

TT outside antenna, had taken the ra- 

partners in creating dio plug out, turned off all the 
lights and closed all windows and 

For 80 years, leaders of the engineering profession doors. On entering the kitchen I 
have made K & E products their partners in creating saw a ball of fire fairly dancing on 
the technical achievements of our age. K & E instru- the porcelain table-top. I was so 

ments, drafting equipment and materials—such as the sq. : 

LEROY} Lettering equipment in the picture—have thus startled I didn’t follow its course 
played a part in virtually every great engineering from there. 
project in America. “|... our new radio was a sham- 

ry oo ‘ re ae ~~ Protection: | 

eee — ge © _- a —— ‘ High - voltage engineers believe 

“Meeker \\ 3S &S Fw oo | that lightning rods, when properly 

8 Men Lx ; ; aos 3 _ . y Ja installed, are extremely efficient. 

WY a Yes p d i r ie Faulty installation and careless 

A N x ese ‘ 4 . a damaging of equipment after instal- 

S es 3 2 a. re - 4 lation are mainly responsible for 

a iit ! ih A ae Se 8 the failure of such a system when | 

— 7 ere oe 2 2 approved materials and methods of | 
a = shy "es ond 1 a ae oe - | installation are used. | 

We 2 oe SS a As for those persons who are in | 

a " a _ .. oe er en od Co __ constant terror of Thor’s bolts, a 

L .. , i <n al lightning expert offers this homely | 

4 a oat A consolation: 

m “If you hear the thunder, the 

~ fReg. U.S. Pat. Off. lightning did not strike you. If you | 
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. saw the lightning, it missed you. 

NEW YORK + HOBOKEN: N. J And if it did strike you, you would 
Chicago * St. Louis * Detroit not have known it.” 

San Francisco * Los Angeles © Montreal eontinuedvan page 28) 
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QUESTION: 

Wh hese things have i ? at do these things have in common’? 
{2 

SEN ee 8 Nee ease 
CN PST ON ea) eee ON ae’ ~ pa ain 

“lead ANY a Ve <p a A. — 

ans ae > ee ig) ; eee, nner eS 

“ hp OS O Ty zt’ 
i << gewraT ee ST 

o \ . 3 

A children’s playground ....a private pleasure plane... 

yg Wa \y Fe See 
(ae sig | ty Joma / ~ooas g eee ee a AFF 

ee 2a Y ey a 
cea | ee SY < e : ee : poses 

ont y ELS 
Ceri —< —e- 

3 4 
. 

An interurban bus........a battery of coke ovens... 

Se ae aaa ee 
ees hs ‘a See <6 S| tn PS 7 ae 

a err th Mis ( iy we FY 

sa F Ga ee ‘ rs te 4 ee = —_ 

a NC » 
en . nce be 5 . . 6 

An oil well in the ocean .... and a deadly insecticide ? 

NSWER: i 
They’ve all been made more efficient by the Ay - oS 

engineering or chemical skill of Koppers Af ~ 

HERE’S HOW: 1. Koppers durable Tarmac surfacing for play- L - | 
grounds, roads, airports. 2. Koppers Aeromatic, variable-pitch | bo 

propellers. 3. Koppers American Hammered Piston Rings. ad aa 
4. Koppers-designed and Koppers-built coke plants. 5. Koppers bd fee 

pressure-treated timber for underwater structures that must resist le bo 
marine-borers, 6. Koppers chemicals from coal for use in insecti- || KO P |p fe R S Ls 

cides. All these, and many more, are Koppers products. All bear the 7 si 

Koppers trade-mark...the symbol of a many-sided service. Wherever “a wy 4? 

you see it, it means top quality. Koppers Co., Inc., Pittsburgh 19, Pa. Sa A 
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HIGGINS A [cone Se \ 19 aw moor CP: « 
accring backgtound’ 4 ae AMERICAN | eng} eo I 

WATERPROOF i ae Peas WG " 

Gap Nia ink se a Ce 

e, | Now available with / ‘ — ae 
se 7 - i I 5’ 
be 02 Cork and Plastic mee 62, 

ih Quill Stopper | i 4 | ey 
i oy <a : . 

i} Perfected Rubber Wi nA = E FITNESS | 
J} Dropper Stopper | __TO CABLE FITNES® 

: i oe 

Scns EARS Is a cable covering flameproof? Will it resist high tem- 

Both type stoppers Ae peratures when it comes to actual service? 
wate tee onl: Pees ars Long before a cable is manufactured, questions like 

m "7 5 ¥° these are answered in the Okonite laboratories, proving 

or ee ground and in various testing departments of the 
standard equipment Okonite plants. The picture above shows a flame test. 

on colored inks. E ‘The measured current that makes the coils glow makes it 

a possible to reproduce test after test without variation. 

Ohl od = ‘The Okonite Company, Passaic, New Jersey. : SIGH Gig ek 
| HI G G in S NS eR als « > GOP 52:9 
| es AS ss Malta Sow 4 T Yy,.* 

| INh CO. ING. : LIC es -OKONI TE oa 

271 NINTH STREET, BROOKLYN 15, WN. Y. 7 || _insulated wires and cables _ 

ee 

S-T-A-T-I-C (continued from page 22) 
In the old days when a fellow told a girl a shady story A school teacher one day, during the hour for drawing, 

she blushed at it. Nowadays she memorizes it. suggested to her pupils that each draw what he or she 
ee * would like to be when grown up. At the end of the lesson 

“T’ve got a chair that goes back to Henry the 8th.” one hitile inl showed an empty Paper. . 
. ; : . Why,” said the teacher, “isn’t there anything you 

“That’s nothing; I’ve got a radio that goes back to Gim- s a 
bel’s ihe 10th »” would like to be when you grow up? 

. wee “Yes,” said the little girl, “I would like to be married 
HS but I don’t know how to draw it.” 

There once was a lady from St. Paul, bes 

Who wore a newspaper dress to the ball. i 

The dress, it caught fire Old mother Hubbard 

And burned her entire Went to the cubbard | 

Front Page, Sport Section and all. To get a glass of gin, | 
But when she got there 

The cubbard was bare 
<= And hubby was wiping his chin. 

\( x OR Ok 

\ Speaking of mutual friends: | 
NI “Did you hear that John is an artist?” 

l= é Nn, “He is?” 

3 sa “Yes, he draws flies.” 

\ SA V kk 

' SS A co-ed engineer is one who prefers a slip stick to a 
= lip stick. 

Han, that is. (continued on page 36) 
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sy 

Campus , ; 'P ae eS od 
e e 

Highlights | Fre by Man 
(continued from page 20) 

KHK Picnics , 
Kappa Eta Kappa, Electrical En- es 

a fy 3 ee 
gineering fraternity, held a success- Ben 

ful picnic on Saturday evening, Oc- Bh imi 

tober 11, when prospective pledges ae . aoa ; ae 

were entertained after the Wiscon- C ale Se - Rey on yo a pees ” 

sin-California game. Prof. and Mrs. = ary i. ie " as — 

J. C. Weber were chaperons, and ee, pA Ba ao Ca : Rae _ 
the affair was rather unique in that | ’ ome Ey ate a 

Theta Tau Elects % 
3 

Harold J. Enlow, junior in chem- It s NORBIDE * © 6 

ical engineering, was elected regent A Norton development that’s 

of Xi chapter of Theta Tau, profes- 
e ° 

sional engineering fraternity, at a mi g h ty us efu I to | nd U stry 

recent special meeting. 

Lud A. Emelity, West Allis, was A product of Norton research, its unique characteristics 

elected vice-regent, and James B. make it very helpful in three entirely different ways 

Geshay, Racine, was named scribe. —as an abrasive for lapping superhard materials —in 

. molded form where extreme resistance to wear is de- 

The fraternity announced the sired—or for metallurgical use as an alloying agent. 
names of the following as new initi- 

ates: Curtis K. Bentley, Denver, Norbide is the trade-mark for Norton Boron Carbide, a 

Colo.; Clarence A. Eblen, Neenah; material produced by fusing two commonplace materials, 

Lud A. Emelity, West Allis; John boric acid and petroleum coke, in the electric furnace af 

J. Holden, Madison; James A. Pol- terrific temperatures. It is harder than any material ex- 

zer, Two Rivers; John C. Wagner, cept the diamond. 

Racine; O A. ; 
so. ee va Barabso; Not only is Norbide* extremely useful as an abrasive but 

ang tvan he Son, eman. because it is self-bonding under high pressure at high 

x OK Ok temperatures, it can be molded into a variety of products 

that are finding wide application for their exceptional 

Business Lecture resistance to wear and other unique properties. 

Juniors and seniors were excused The fascinating story of Norbide products and their many 

from their fourth period classes on —_ interesting applications is described in catalog 378-CP. 

October 6th in order to hear a time- | Every engineering student will want a copy. Write today 

ly talk by Mr. D. W. McLenegan, | ue —no obligation. 

air conditioning expert from the — Van 
General Electric Company, who -- “es 1 NORTON COMPANY, WORCESTER 6, MASS. 

spoke on “The Business Aspects of _ eo Behr-Manning, Troy, N. Y. is a Norton Division 

Engineering.” Mr. McLenegan ae i =i *Registered trade-mark for Norton Boron Carbide 

stressed the point that the engineer % A ee? — a. 

must be a practical man and foresee a On 
public demands and be able to meet N (6) 3 T @) | 3 

these demands as they arise. He : 
‘ CCC ee er ee ee ee ec ty 

also spoke CREME REFRACTORIES — POROUS MEDIUMS — NON-SLIP FLOORS — NORBIDE PRODUCTS 
meeting on October 7th. LABELING MACHINES  (BEHR-MANNING DIVISION: COATED ABRASIVES AND SHARPENING STONES) 
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Fe ‘< a future for ¥ a 

1. fe se £¥L°T4 i 4 V, : 

UO/e 4a yes a 

fl UD 

LL stinghous > 
| at Ve al) 

Re . . 

a Wherever there’s manufacturing, there 

Rea ‘ 7 are jobs for engineers. Westinghouse is 
ene Mu : a J 8) 4 
tS sm as ie Me e Ree ahd we) . 4 one of the largest electrical manufac- 

ay mG. iF MN Pen “sm, aN turers in the world—its products are 

ea \ \; Ne og eos LN in | as diversified as industry itself! There’s 
ay hood Peas TIN . SAS 2 Pat LL ed ee S| -9—@-. a job and a future for you here. For EVV ARS eeTy ent we SE ‘ 

Sees NA AN pea 2% -~-=+= example, Westinghouse needs: 
Ber ANY Sy Be - BY 
REE NAAN Ne ot re | MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS . . . 

ee AAAS 2 ea to show production people how to turn out the 
s Iss aa product after it has been designed. 

AAS rm wets METHODS ENGINEERS .. . 
“2INSWSN :s bs eno 7] x to improve efficiency in methods of production. 

ra Wess" oo & eo PRODUCTION CONTROL ENGINEERS . . . 
6 Se fe te ioe call f to get the right materials at the right place at 

LOS aS is the right time. 
v4 TNO, i ae y BOP a QUALITY CONTROL ENGINEERS . .. 

Vi, Oe See A to supervise inspection of materials and work- 
ea tee ee rs manship at every step in the process of manu- 

AMD nee dz. —_ APs facture, and help develop the highest standards. 
ako TEST ENGINEERS . .. 

4 bo v4 F pe a % od to see that correct and uniform methods are 

Ye ao , oe applied in testing apparatus to assure compli- 
. 1 me i ance with the customer’s specifications. ' 

ee el ot A PLANT LAYOUT ENGINEERS... 
. ar ee to plan installation of new manufacturing facili- 

ties or revamping of the old. 

eb . Here’s a challenge for your future. The field is 
» BS : limited only by the initiative and resourcefulness 

4 of the engineer himself. G-10002 

This is but one of the many op- HK 
rtunities open in the electrical ——— 

Bold. There are inany therein 
sales, research and engineering at To obtain copy of “Finding Your Place in Industry,” consult 
Westinghouse. Begin Plans for Placement Officer of your university, or mail this coupon to: 

future by sending today fe eae fren Copy. of “Finding Your | The District Educational Coordinator 
Place in Industry”. Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

| 20.N. Wacker Drive, P.O. Box B, Zone 90 
! Chicago 6, Illinois 

Name, 

° | Colle Ci DONNER a ey 

V Vestin house | Addees _ _ 
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES... OFFICES EVERYWHERE | 

' Gh. le 
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i i [ed E | Al i Not 
PROVES (continued from page 18) 

Galvanized (zinc-coaten) Sheet: 
) Sheets (47) at Great Bend, Kansas, and H. A. 

Stay Stronger Longer CE Jehnson (47) at the Black Bayou Divi- 
sion, Louisiana. 

. ’ Earl J. Beck (CE’44) announces twin P. E. Gage (MS’47) is a trainee in 

Li sons born July 5. He is with the Harza the Alumnum Company of America’s 

—_——— ss Engineering Company of Chicago. sales development and sales engineering 

SS . . , . division. 1de will spend four months in 

mae ll NS Richard E. Schmidt (CE’44) is out of training, ‘vorking a few weeks in each 
tae ee Ee service, after nine months with the Con- of the Alcoa plants around the country. 

ieee. 6hhlUCd CS stabulary in Germany, and is now on Then he will be assigned to one of the 
a : : -_ the engineering staff of Kimberly-Clark company divisions 
AT es Corporation at Neenah. : 

: ° — = Jack L. Scholbe (CE’44, MS’47) is ME 

Ty 34 YEARS... . Erected in 1913, and with the Chicago Bridge & Iron Com- Grover C. Wilson, who taught at the 
covered with heavy-gauge galva- pany. University of Wisconsin f 21 

nized sheets, this Tennessee con- ad whi i di $ 16 vi or di years 

centrating plant of the A/Z Company, William H. Zehrt (CE’44) recently of he Li Pe 7 b years on ve. has 

is still in excellent condition after more joined the staf of the General Engineer- Crined the Eckel Cat Oratory. SAeres: Be 
than 3 decades of service. Painted ing Company at Portage, Wisconsin. ome! the Ethy! Corporation Research 

with Gray Metallic Zinc Paint in 1932. Laboratories in Detroit as a coordinator 

Fred C. Engler (CE’46) is with the on the Atomic Research staff. : 
Trane. Corporation at La Crosse, Wis- Mr. Wilson, a native of Holstein, 

it | conan, Towa, and an overseas veteran of World 

ere Jo te | oo — John R. Haggerty (CE’47) was mar- ss 

| iéeimmanes ried on July 20 to Jean Catherine Silver- 
ae oo AN wai ness of Horicon, Wisconsin, a Wisconsin 
mgt rege uy graduate. John is on the engineering eae 

bine, vi om staff of the City of Flint, Michigan. ’ — rt— | 
oe oo CM ears . “og 

oe acted 
‘ 

— N. H. Withey (CE’32) is a Concrete ' , 
In building for the future, look Research Engineer with the Alpha Port- ne oe 

to the past for proof of a build- land Cement Company of Easton, Penn- | oe — 

ing material's strength . . . du- sylvania. : oo _ | 

rability . . . service. With gal- George J. Heimerl (CE’27) is doing — LC 

vanized (zinc-coated) roofing aeronautical structural research at Lang- wk 8 

and siding, you get the strength ley Field, Virginia. ‘yA 4 | 

of steel. . . i as 
teel . . . the rust protection E. R. Shorey (CE35) is now Produc- =. , 

of Zinc. So for low-cost, long- . ‘ : omen 
ti 5 3 tion Superintendent for Shell Oil Com- g See 

time service, choose the build- | pany in their Graham Division, Graham, — a 
ing material that’s proved by Texas. - 7 “a 

TIME itself . . . galvanized o ' 
sheets. Send coupon for infor- ChE ‘ . es 

se about Zinc and how it Dr. Allan P. Colburn (ChE’26, MS’27, im 
can help keep your buildings PhD’29) recently assumed the newly- a | | 
and equipment stronger longer. created position of Assistant to the Presi- i. | 

= dent of the University of Delaware and rs | 

KEINSTIION this “Seal of Quality” i adviser on research. Formerly he was a " 
Adee) june Sumy professor of chemical engineering there. s 
SEAM AJ Tiheanstnoy carry et least eae carry at leas! 
aC GF UN Bot al Zine par aq. fe MaM Grover C. Wilson 

AMERICAN ZINC INSTITUTE Cc. A. Brooks (MinE’37) is an “Ex- -—— 

. . ploitation Engineer” with Shell Oil Com- 
Room 2634 « 35 E. Wacker Dr. Chicago 1, Ill. pany, Inc., at Eagle Lake, Texas. 

War I, comes to the Ethyl Laboratories | 

FREE BOOKLETS! F. A. Bemis has gone abroad for the from. the Universal Oil Products Com- 
en Eide age eee greener pastures and is now Superin- pany in Riverside, Illinois. 

t : i tendent of Mines for the Compania The new Ethyl automotive research 

1 Send me without cost or obligation the 1 Minera de : Oruro, Seccion Calquiri, staff coordinator is a member and for- 

| illustrated booklets I have checked. 1 Oruro Bolivia, S. A. Senior Bemis is a mer vice-president of the Society of Au- 

! [ Repair Manual on Galvanized Roof- ; MinE grad of 738. tomarive Engineers and a member of the 

{tag and Sting | | the Olver from Mining Company hae Ae et el pant 
1 © Facts about Galvanized Sheets ! three new Mining Engineers on its staff on fuel technology. His other eiember 

! onsiihe . ! from Wisconsin. They are M. M. Hut- bids incl : 

1 © Use of Metallic Zinc Paint to Protect ! chinson (MinE’46) on the Virginia, ships include Eta Kappa Nu and Pi Tau 

| Metal Surfaces | | Minnesota staff, W. D. Jensen (MinE Sigma; Hencraty, electrical iatidsitechant: 
i ; pe 4 cal engineering fraternities. 

1 Name _ _ ———il 47) on the Hibbing. Minnesota staff, . . 

I | {and V. R. Huff (MinE’47) with the boys Mr. Wilson graduated from the Uni- 

1 Address___-__ at Coleraine, Minnesota. versity of Illinois in 1917 with a B.S. 

1 1 degree, and has been granted M.S. and 

{ Town State ' The Shell Oil Company is training M.E. degrees by the University of Wis- 

a. two MinE grads. They are D. D. Painter consin. 
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yo Certain manufacturing processes which result of cracking heavy, dense hydrocarbons 
effect a change in the state of matter from into lighter more valuable ones whose volume 

raw to finished product, frequently produce is greater than the original charge. 
yields such as this. This surprising yield is not considered par- 

However, Standard Oil does it daily . . . with- ticularly significant in itself. It is indicative, 
out changing the state of matter! however, of our constant effort to develop new 

It happens in the huge Whiting, Indiana, products and processes and to improve old 
refinery shown above. Certain crackers in this ones. This is the collective accomplishment of 

vast 1,100 acre “‘apparatus” yield 102 volume chemists and engineers . . . men who, like you, 
units of liquid petroleum products for each 100 studied at America’s leading colleges of science 
volume units of crude oil processed. It is the and engineering. 

Standard Oil Company [BAW 
910 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 80, ILLINOIS sya 
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Petroleum Reprieve iv: io. on» 

to give mixtures of alkanes resembling petroleum. These the oxidation of coal at about 2000° F. This is the initial 

hydrocarbons can be converted to fatty acids, and ulti- use of temperature control of product quality. At tem- 
mately to fats or products of petroleum such as: peratures above 1800° F., reaction “a” will predominate, 

Gasoline whereas reaction “b” will be most prevalent at lower tem- 

Alcohols peratures: 

Acetone (a) C+ H:O == H: + CO — 51,100 BTU 

High-heat city gas (including methane) (b) C + 2H:0 = 2H: + CO» — 32,180 BTU 
. 4a . In a similar manner, the Hydrocol process combines 

The carbon-monoxide for the reaction is obtained from . . 
these same constituents to give the same end products. 

The difference between the two lies in the source of the 

elements. In the Hydrocol process, the carbon and hydro- 

gen are furnished by natural gas, which is largely methane 

PA ff] (CH:) with the significant remainder being ethane 

x (C:H:). The chief product of this process is gasoline, 

4 though some lubricating oils have been turned out by the 

hi " \ Texas Company along with other basic fuels. 
AT 2000°F 4, a 

Jeb H, Fuel Economics 

O. CO The ranks of coal (lignite, bituminous, etc.) has little 

importance in the transmuting industry. Perhaps more 

CO important is the location of the deposit with respect to 

7 2 the market. Manufacturers are showing increased interest 

CO ¢ SYNTHETIC ee ae in fuels that flow through pipes, and which are easily and 

FIYDROCARBON S inexpensively controled in the furnaces. This has been 

CATALYST. an important factor affecting location for many years. If 

such fluid fuels can be manufactured at scattered places 

it will be possible to establish a more intimate and less 

RECOVERY| SYNTHETIC expensive bond between the raw materials of industry 

and the source of necessary power. Probable de-centrali- 
COLUMN ; 5 i 

zation of industry will be: 

(a) made possible by scattered coal deposits 

(b) and will make possible their economical utilization. 

[ewsoine > Other advantages of transmuting fuels are that the ash 

RECOVERY STORAGE of coal need not be transported to the consumer, atmos- 

COLUMN pheric conditions hardly affect stored fluid fuels, more 

heating gas will improve dust-laden atmosphere of coal- 

peso burning cities, and the advantages of fluid transmission 

COs and storage will be available to more consumers. 

SCRUBBER It should ever be borne in mind that the development 

of cheaper oxygen producers, and the fluid-bed catalyst 

ko c reactor, have made possible the practicable planning and 

7 y STORAGE AND actual construction of these synthesis plants. To further 

AS FURTHER PROCESSING cut down expenses, petroleum engineers promise that radi- 

STORAGE cal changes in the efficiency of coal mining will be effect- 

ed when they enter that field. This should be within the 

Schematic flow of fluids in synthesis process. next generation, 
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Industrial Organic Applications pu pont has also contributed to 
. . the development of many other uses 

of Metallic Sodium for sodium and its simple derivatives, 

such as in the manufacture of tetra- 
ethyllead, used in high-grade motor 
fuels, dyestuffs synthesis, and de- 

SAFETY VALVE scaling of alloy steels. In the form of 
Oe BS, ann Gi CHANNELS: sodium hydride or sodium alkoxides, 

UNLOADING PIPES AWA OIL OUTLET AND COOLING sodium is a catalyst for many Claisen 
aS SESS SSS SEE all ke pp ay Sy condensations, useful in the manu- 
é + SS _ facture of barbiturates, sulfa drugs, 

| ar ke vitamins, keto-acids and diketones. 

. ——— 

a ae P| oo 
(oD ) OUTER’ JACKET lL “INLET Dale) ,s 

Sodium for organic reactions is shipped in 80,000-Ib. quantities. It is pumped into the car, solidi- — a _ q 
fied by cooling and melted by hot oil for removal. 1 ee ee 

bee” a | | : 

iF bat — : 
There would seem to be a consider- xylene, eliminates shortcomings of % “i "eq ‘ 2 Sey 
able gap between the electrolysis of the classical method involving ethyl area h. P Yi ne H 
salt to make sodium, and researchin —_alcoholandsodium. Practically quan- . rt i} is or i 4 ‘ ! 
the field of organic chemistry. How- _ titative yields of the higher molec- Aa yy S aq 
ever, at Du Pont as much emphasis _ular weight alcohols are obtained. co # ead : . . . . . Preparing t it ic condensati is plated ot orgatie research. to de- —aaienoir method i copecially use. Tabac msmnsonen stem ceematen 
velop outlets for sodium as on itsin- yin preparing unsaturated alcohols Clark, B.S., West Virginia University °42, and 
OF ESTIE USee! not easily made by catalytic hydro- — W #: Hilts: M.S. Syracuse ‘36. 

For more than 15 years, intensive _ genation. The process can be carried 
-work on industrial uses for sodium out at atmospheric pressure and Questi Coll M k 
thas been carried on in Du Pont lab- compares favorably with catalytic Wut Wenig sate ti Pon 
oratories and plants by chemists, hydrogenation of saturated, higher about working with Du Pont 
physicists, chemical, mechanical and _ fatty esters because of the simplicity A 2 : : WILL AN ADVANCED DEGREE electrical engineers. of operation and equipment. HELP ME? 

In the organic field, this research The discovery of the new reaction For certain types of work, particularly 
has contributed a number of impor- _ conditions has led to the use of mil- eee debe aoe ners 
tant uses for sodium such as the re- lions of pounds of sodium annually a third of the men engaged in this 
duction of fatty esters, particularly —_for manufacture of long-chain alco- My of our techusicaliy Cait eae 
of natural glycerides, to alcohols. hols for wetting and emulsifying Bachelors or Masters. Every effort is 

: made to recognize an’s traini a agents and synthetic detergents. well a8 his special experience and apti- . tudes. Write f f th Ljstls C-OR+4Na 222» 6, JH, CH.OH-+4RONA Other important processes devel- booklet, “The Du Pont Company aad 
oped by Du Pont organic research Building Witrsmeiees ie 

Du Pont organic chemists have include the use of sodium for reduc- 
found that sodium with selected sec- tion of fatty esters to corresponding 
ondary alcohols, such as methyl amy] long-chain acyloins, and reduction — 
alcohol, in the presence of toluene or of nitriles to primary amines. 

. REG. U.S, PAT. OFF 

| More facts about Du Pont—Listen to “Cavalcade of America,” Mondays, 8 P.M. EST, on NBC BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
— +++ THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
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 ,h,rrtr—s—“#E W Iisconsm umni 
ee 

FIRE LARGEST Attend Annual 

GS eid. ASM Meeting 

Ce ‘ Reda el The American Society for Metals held its annual meet- 
rs BLE oe f ROUGHING-IN ing in Chicago during the week of October 19-25. On 

A wy —r—“‘“_i—™OC Wednesday, October 22, the Wisconsin alumni attending 

ya in“7~ - , UV VIS the meeting held a luncheon in the Palmer House. Dean 

“  ——r—“(—=é™CO™OC—C~sSC—CSC~™s Withey of the College of Engineering addressed the A . y g g g 
ce YC ue . - luncheon group and presented to them up-to-date infor- 

wee CONDUIT Om) mation regarding the University. 
eyo. 8 8 

i 7 NATIONAL Wisconsin alumni attending the meeting were: 

<< oo oo Sameera? Walter Felber, Inland Steel, Chicago, Il. 

= md a : > John M. Clark, Snap-on Tools, Kenosha, Wis. 

yy a 1 Verle H. Erickson, Snap-on Tools, Kenosha, Wis. 

iN Thomas G. Harvey, Monarch Steel Co., Indianapolis, 
es” RACEWAYS SWISS O es iid. 

~ Robert W. Stewart, Allis-Chalmers, Milwaukee, Wis. 

Robert E. Lochen, Allis-Chalmers, Milwaukee, Wis. 

e ry Norris G. Yonker, International Harvester, Chicago, III. 

National attaiits Daniel E. Krause, Gray Iron Research Institute, Colum- 
° : 

ar ee CL Ly bus, Ohio , 
H e Ambrose S. McKloskey—Caterpillar Tractor Co., Pe- 

Pittsburgh 30, Pa. oria, Il. 
Francis C. Albers, Catterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, Ill. 

a Curtis Burr, Inland Steel Co., Chicago, Ill. 

SAVE TIME WITH THESE L. E. Simon, Electro-Motice, LaGrange, Ill. 

ETN UF KIN Wy RULES H. L. Grange, Res. Lebs. Div., G.M.C., Detroit, Mich. 

j al Eli Mullin, Patent Attorney, Chicago, IIl. y 8! 

Ee 7 : R. R. Granger, Titusville Forge, Titusville, Pa. 

a Oe eee | Robert A. Sharp, Milwaukee Reliance Boiler Works | Every busy engineering stu- 5. fr : P 
| : ont soos a Tape ule for ee / og : Milwaukee, Wis. | 

i eae we ay ee ose i / 7 : Harvey W. Kutchera, Stainless Foundry & Engineering 

dozens of little measuring jobs 1 / 4 _ : Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 

| eierss as mand alee bo i i 6b 7 David N. Carlson, Stainless Foundry & Engineering 

| th search. of ae in try: | 4 _ | Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Hija tech a gear pocket to: : =| end ‘ _ Willard E. Grundman, Carnegie, Illinois, Steel Co., 
= yc mar "Mezurall” ot Wizard.” 3 > 7A _ Chicago, IIl. 
“You dealer can help you «ONY gio a. : . . . 
8 4 the one you need. .<S*" 2 7, 5 . J. Greeniage, Battelle emorial institute, Columbus, “ soleet the oue you nocd. SS UY fe ay C; J: Greenidge; Battelle: Memotial 1 Columb 

ee af a. J. J. Chyle, A. O. Smith Corp., Milwaukee, Wis. eR ‘ -. y P 
b. & re ( —0O R. S. Hartenberg, Northwestern Univ., Evanston, IIl. 
fo Cea - LJ _ « J. J. Cadwell, Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. 

4 _ — A “ie . ne y | C. H. Lorig, Battelle Institute, Columbus, Ohio 

8 > <i 4 L. B. Fonda, General Electric Co. (River Works), Lynn, 

ad i . R. P. Daykin, Ladish Company, Cudahy, Wis. 

| «=. Ve i _ J. L. Zambrow, Ohio State University—Engineering 

a “wl ‘ Experimental Station, Columbus, Ohio 

| .._S © ae _ . A. F. Gallistel, Argus Camera Co. (Industrial Division), 

NEW YORK WL Att Perea] Minneapolis, Minn. 
er Tees ERSTE TT TIN WINDSOR, ONT. K. E. Fenrich, Chain Belt, Milwaukee, Wis. 

TAPES — RULES — PRECISION TOOLS L. F. Porter, Chain Belt, Milwaukee, Wis. 

J. H. Eisaman, Carnegie-Illinois Steel Co., Chicago, III. 
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Your enjoyment climbs to new altitudes through radio and television achievements of RCA Laboratories. 

w ° “ Continue your education 
CA LABORATORIES-your'magic carpet ; 

R oO you Fg P with pay—at RCA 
° 2 

fo new wonders of radio and television | Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 
Victor—one of the world’s foremost manu- 
facturers of radio and electronic products 

* : 2 * A . . —offers you opport::nity to gain valuable, 
More and more people will go sight startling clarity to all-electronic tele- Well Gunded (Hsia Bhd aspOHeROe at 

seeing by television as the number of _ vision .. . tiny tubes for compact, light- a good salary with opportunities for ad- 
* : : . ; dee va t. ere are only five of the 

stations and home receivers increases. weight portable radios . . . “picture projets which Stee Gaol Sroaiel 

Eventually, television networks will tube” screens for brilliant television © Development and design of radio re- 
h fy ; . : ceivers (including broadcast, short wave 

serve homes from coast to coast... reception. and FM circuits, television, and phono- 

bringing you the news as it happens ‘ : staph combinations). ging y PP In other fields of radio-electronics, & Advanced development and dedew of 
... sports events ...drama...vaude- RCA has pioneered major achieve- AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 

‘Ih : : J / induction heating, mobile communications 
ville. ments—including the electron micro- equipment, relay systems. 

ss ’ + © Design of component parts such as 
Many of the advances which have scope. Research by RCA Laboratories Selif’ oaisheakers” capactors. 

made possible these extended serv- goes into every product bearing the © Development and design of new re- 
ene of nn dic sam ea oe : : Fs cording and reproducing methods. 
ices of radio-electronics, in sound and name RCA or RCA Victor. © Dédgiof jweetving, power; eadicde 

sight, originated in research conducted * . . ray, gas and photo tubes. 
: * When in Radio City, New York, be sure to see the Write today to National Recruiting Divi- 

by RCA Laboratories. radio and electronic wonders at RCA Exhibition sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 
Recent RCA “firsts” include: ultra- Hal 36 West 49th St. Free admission, Radio Also many opportunities for Mechanical 

i = : Corporation of America, RCA Building, Radio and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 
sensitive television cameras that give City, New York 20. 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
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Ever see a brick melt in air— Dia ke 2 See 
melt like a block of butter in a warm 5 fe oe eee ey Wo) 
room? Probably not. For air around the gt fas a ae ie © ao ne a Wy a 
ordinary brick building just doesn’t wee = 3 . bagi oa es 

get that hot...over 2000°F. Yet raising BN oe tS, 

the temperature of air until it’s hot enough to : noe/ 

melt a brick — and a lot hotter — is now possible 

with the Pebble Heat Exchanger developed by pioneer of many advances in divergent fields —is 

B&W. It heats gases far above the temperature still young enough to have new ideas. 

limits of metallic heat exchangers. B&W offers excellent career opportunities to 

Development of the Pebble Heat Exchanger is technical graduates in diversified phases of manu- 

further evidence that B&W- old in experience, facturing, engineering, research, and sales. 

N-30 
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S-T-A-T-I-C (continued from page 26) 

Judge: “Why did you strike your wife?” Hotsy: “How much time did you put in on this rifle?” 

Defendant: “Well, your honor, she’s been studying how Totsy: “An hour, sir, but I just couldn’t get those rings 

to develop a magnetic personality, and yesterday she out of the barrel.” 

walked by me when I had a hammer in my hand.” é & & | 

* * * < epg: ¥ 
As a Light Buildings lecturer stated, a cynic is a place | 

She: “Do you think that you could learn to love me?” where dishes are washed. | 

He: “Well, I passed calculus, didn’t I?” come x 

kk x . . 
As the lightning bug said when he flew into the lawn- 

She was only a redcoat’s daughter, but she knew Howe! mower: “I am delighted—no end.” 

* Ok Ok * Ok Ok 

Ham: “They ask a lot for the rent of this room, don’t Girl (in book store): “Do you keep ‘The Divine Wo- 
they?” man’?” 

Hock: “Yes, about six times this month.” Clerk: “Not on my salary.” 
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